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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Through the initial five months as the first full-time Digital Design Fellow, I have worked to 
increase visibility on campus as a tutoring resource on blogging for students and faculty. In 
addition to assisting faculty in creating e-Portfolios for individual courses, I have tutored a 
number of students one-on-one in creating blogs, writing for the Web, and maintaining 
meaningful, reflective blog post content. I have cultivated relationships with various campus 
departments such as the Office of International Education, Career Planning, Alumnae 
Relations and the Dean of the College. I have attended several retreats and campus 
orientation events in order not only to enhance visibility of the Fellow, but to introduce myself 
as a resource to the incoming first year class.

I have continued work on the Digital Design Fellowship blog, “Crafting the Digital Design 
Fellowship” (http://digitaldesignfellow.wordpress.com), focusing on the technical aspects of 
building an e-Portfolio as well as reflecting on content relevant to the blogging process. I have 
streamlined the blog's content to reflect topics that seem to be most useful for the efficacy of 
the position. In short, I have re-structured the site as a hub for helpful resources rather than 
the Digital Design Fellow's space for personal reflection. I  have created  a separate site to 
serve as a visual representation of a personal e-Portfolio (http://emilygrim.wordpress.com).

Since I assumed ownership and content creation of the official Digital Design Fellowship blog 
in mid-June 2010, it has received over 2,200 visits. 

http://emilygrim.wordpress.com/
http://digitaldesignfellow.wordpress.com/
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SPECIFIC GOALS AND PROGRESS

Below are three main goals of the full-time Digital Design Fellowship at Agnes Scott College 
(as outlined in its January 27, 2010 proposal), my progress in meeting those goals, and 
apparent limitations where applicable.

• Developing the Digital Design Tutor Position

Goal: “A course tutor trained in e-portfolios and visual literacy would introduce the 
concepts to both professors and students and serve as a constant resource throughout 
the semester.”

Current Progress: The tutor position was offered as a work-study job to an eligible 
student interested in website building, blogging, and promoting visual literacy. The 
hired student, Estefania Palacio, '14 has worked an approximate five hours per week 
as a liaison between the Fellow and faculty since the beginning of the Fall 2010 
semester, while simultaneously creating and maintaining her own e-Portfolio. 

Limitations: In defining the role of the tutor, it has become clear that the Digital Design 
Tutor position necessitates hourly pay commensurate to that of other campus tutoring 
services. In limiting the Tutor position namely to students eligible for work-study, thus 
compensating according to federal and institutional availability, many potentially 
qualified applicants  are excluded from the opportunity to tutor in an innovative field 
(e.g., upperclasswomen, non-work-study eligible students). Additionally, increasing the 
Digital Design Tutor's hourly pay to equal that of similar positions on campus (such as 
tutors in the Center for Writing and Speaking) would lend a certain cachet to the 
position. The Digital Design Tutor (and by proxy, the Fellow) would become not only a 
necessary part of the tutoring community on campus, but a coveted part-time 
employment opportunity.

• Collaborations With Other Campus Tutoring Centers

Goal: “Collaboration between the e-portfolio program and the Center for Writing and 
Speaking (et al) will be natural and mutually beneficial. In addition to cross-training and 
space-sharing, if the e-portfolio program works collaboratively with the CWS and other 
centers, funds can be pooled to support workshops and speakers.”

Current Progress: I have maintained a positive relationship with the current full-time 
coordinator of the Writing Center, Neil Simpkins, '10. I attended the official orientation 
for the Center for Writing and Speaking to clarify my position as Digital Design Fellow, 
offer my services in tutoring Internet writing, and address ways in which the Fellowship 
might act as a programming and tutoring supplement to the CWS. Additionally, I joined 
the Center for Writing and Speaking at the Fall Academic Fair during First Year 
Orientation, where I was able to introduce myself to, and schedule individual e-Portfolio 
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appointments with, many members of the first year class. Prior to the first years' arrival, 
Neil and I presented at the Student Leadership Retreat on presenting student 
organizational content online. We are in the process of brainstorming future 
Fellowship-CWS workshops, to be held on campus during the Spring 2011 semester. 
Potential topics include, but are not limited to:
◦ “Fashioning Yourself: Creating an Effective Blog,” an informal panel-driven 

workshop featuring prominent local bloggers;
◦ “Creating Responsible Internet Content,” a presentation on effective ways of 

protecting shared information on the Internet, content awareness on social 
networking sites, and discussion of what constitutes responsible shared content.

In addition, I have met with Speaking Center Director Dr. David Lawrence about the re-
design for the official website of the Center for Writing and Speaking, and offered 
design advice to help that project move forward.

• Additional Collaboration – Other Avenues for Integration

• Goal: “Build community within Agnes Scott, with Decatur, and with the world … 
through academic departments, the local community, and within the classroom.”

Current Progress (divided by specific categories)

◦ ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS  

▪ I have worked with several faculty members in creating blogs for individual 
courses as well as themselves. Working one-on-one with faculty to integrate 
blogging components to coursework has enabled me to encourage not only a 
positive attitude toward digital learning and reflection, but continuing education 
in the realm of visual literacy. Dr. Gus Cochran (Political Science), Dr. Sally 
MacEwen (Classics), and Dr. Martha Rees (Anthropology) are a few of the 
faculty members I have met with over the semester who have been particularly 
enthusiastic about the potential of blogging as a meaningful discussion forum for 
their courses.

▪ I introduced my position as Digital Design Fellow at the New Faculty Orientation 
in August, and was approached shortly thereafter by some attendees about 
starting blogs for their respective classes. Professors Moira Bailey and Robin 
Morris both met with me to discuss ideas prior to the Fall 2010 semester, and 
have since created successful class blogs.

◦ CAMPUS INVOLVEMENT  

▪ Along with User Education Librarian Casey Long, I have worked extensively 
with the Common Reading Committee to establish an official blog/e-Portfolio for 
the Common Reading Program (http://ascreads.wordpress.com). Currently, the 

http://ascreads.wordpress.com/
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blog is host to various faculty and staff reflections on the 2010 Common 
Reading Book, Outcasts United by Warren St. James, and its related 
programming. I have acted as technical creator of the blog; future moderation of 
the site will be handled at the discretion of the Common Reading Committee. 
Currently, the blog is listed on Agnes Scott's official website, and has received 
over 900 visits since its creation in July 2010. Eventually, the Committee 
expects the site to operate as a digital repository for student reflection on the 
annual book, preserving student responses in a manner that encourages first 
years to begin e-Portfolios.

▪ Committee member and Associate Dean of the College Dr. Jim Diedrick has 
invited me to speak on a roundtable panel at the 30th Annual Conference on the 
First Year Experience, a national conference held in downtown Atlanta for 2011, 
February 4-8. I will be speaking about the success of the blog as representative 
of Agnes Scott's digital learning initiative, as well as how the site launch 
spotlights the college's use of social media to frame student responses.

▪ I have been in communication with Liliane Spenle in the Office of International 
Education in regards to starting an official blog. The site is soon to be operated 
by one of the Office's student assistants, and will include study abroad 
documents and handouts, news from the Office, and links to blogs of students 
currently studying abroad. I have been given a list of those blogs for the current 
academic year, and they are currently linked on the Digital Design Fellowship 
blog. The Office hopes to expand its online presence beyond Facebook and 
Twitter, and provide an online space for resources as well as student reflection 
on the international experience. On December 3rd 2010,  I was asked to speak at 
the Study Abroad Pre-Departure Meeting for students studying abroad during 
the Spring 2011 semester. I provided relevant handouts and spoke about the 
importance of blogging abroad, my personal experience with blogging during my 
year in France, and answered questions about how to begin a travel blog.

◦ LOCAL COMMUNITY  

▪ I spoke as a panelist at an October Young Alumnae event entitled “Career 
Connection: Promote Yourself With Social Media.” This three-hour event was 
attended by about 25 alumnae of varied class years, as well as non-College 
affiliated members of the Decatur community. I was joined by three other 
alumnae bloggers, Lauren and Catherine Lee, '05 of Asian Cajuns 
(http://asiancajuns.com) and Dawn Sloan-Downes, '92, a freelance consultant. I 
discussed my role on campus as Digital Design Fellow, and how I encourage 
students to create e-Portfolios as a self-marketing tool for graduate school and 
employment. I expressed interest in seeing e-Portfolios as created by Agnes 
Scott alumnae, and have since brainstormed that idea with Alumnae Relations 
Coordinator Julia Stover, '03.

http://asiancajuns.com/
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▪ Following the suggestion of previous Fellow Shannon Yarbrough, '09, I met with 
Daren Wang of Verb.org and the Decatur Book Festival to discuss potential 
event collaboration. He was very enthusiastic about networking opportunities 
between the Fellowship and bloggers in the metro Atlanta area. Daren also 
expressed interest in garnering local support for future blogging events on 
campus (i.e. workshops, panelist events).

▪ As mentioned in the Executive Summary, the Digital Design Fellowship blog has 
proven a popular resource – in and outside of the Agnes Scott community. Site 
statistics show the site to have an internationally subscribing audience; my 
three-part series on the importance of a liberal arts education (and how creating 
an e-Portfolios is an excellent practical application of it) received nearly 300 
pageviews within five days of its published dates in November 2010.

◦ WITHIN THE CLASSROOM  

▪ I have been pleased to see that most faculty seem to be amenable to using 
blogging technology in their coursework. I worked with several faculty members 
to start blogs, to varying degrees of accessibility and success. For example, I 
was a sort of course tutor for Dr. David Lawrence's Environmental 
Communication class (ESS201), and met with several of his students to discuss 
integrating multimedia into blog posts (http://environcom.org). 

▪ Additionally, I helped Dr. Martha Rees begin a project-based blog for her 
Introduction to Cultural Anthropology course (ANT101). The project, which 
partners an American Agnes Scott student with an international student for an 
on-going interview, is based entirely online. However, the project is unavailable 
for general public access, as the Institutional Review Board outlined  privacy 
concerns on behalf of the international students. I did meet with the class twice 
for blog-building workshop sessions at the beginning of the semester, however, 
and feel confident that Dr. Rees will continue to use blogging in her coursework.

THE FUTURE

How to Integrate and Assess E-Portfolios in the Classroom? A 
Proposal For the Future of the Digital Design Fellowship

◦ Per its description, the Digital Design Fellowship is nominally a resource for visual 
literacy education, structured to assist students in creating individual e-Portfolios 
that serve as digital representations of their intellectual growth. One of the goals of 
the Fellowship is to promote the e-Portfolio initiative as a supplement to coursework 
for both students and faculty. For the former, cultivating an e-Portfolio encourages 
broader engagement with class material. The blog component of the e-Portfolio 

http://environcom.org/
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provides a space for continual thought and reflection, functioning not only as a 
chronology of research and work accomplished, but as an accessible, 
organizational device. For faculty, the e-Portfolio is an accessible tool for tracking 
students' progress over the course of a semester, one that represents their 
academic engagement and ability to synthesize material internal and external of the 
classroom. While the Digital Design Fellow operates (among other capacities) as a 
tutoring resource for e-Portfolios and blogging, the issue of e-Portfolio 
implementation in the campus community is a necessary one. 

While it is basic enough to introduce the idea of e-Portfolios to faculty, there 
remains a certain reticence among them to include the concept in their syllabi. 
While I have had the opportunity to meet with several faculty members about 
blogging for the classroom, the problem of how to assess a theoretical e-Portfolio 
requirement is one that has yet to be solved. In the interest of re-structuring the 
Fellowship to become a more visible – and ultimately necessary – aspect of the 
Agnes Scott community, I propose a pilot program that could prove beneficial to 
both faculty and students, pending faculty approval. 

Many majors at Agnes Scott require a Senior Seminar or Capstone Course 
(typically a 400-level course) before graduation, one that culminates in an 
independently-researched final paper or project that effectively “sums up” the 
student's experience in her major. Not only is this project regarded as the final 
assessment of the student's college career, but it is a truly cumulative product of a 
liberal arts education. Given the importance placed on the project and course as a 
whole, including a digital component (and subsequent assessment device) would 
be an innovative representation of what is arguably an Agnes Scott student's most 
major academic effort. I propose that two or three diverse academic departments 
(i.e. the humanities, arts, and sciences, respectively) encourage, if not require, their 
Senior Seminar students to build individual e-Portfolios of course-related work that 
include not only relevant reflection, but the research process and final product, as 
aided by the Digital Design Fellow. While the grading process of the digital 
component would be up to faculty discretion, an assessment element would not 
only encourage students to visualize their process effectively, but provide them with 
an organized space in which to “show off” their culminating work.

The success of this proposal would, as mentioned, depend on faculty approval and 
the size of departments chosen. Piloting smaller academic departments for the 
project would ensure greater manageability, and would serve as an introductory 
look at how such a project might be useful for different, larger departments. If 
faculty are amenable to the proposal, the Digital Design Fellowship may take on a 
different, more structured presence on campus – one that is academically 
necessary and productive.
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PLANS FOR SPRING 2011

• Expand faculty training in blogs and e-Portfolios 
• Initial steps toward creating Senior Seminar pilot e-Portfolio program
• Continue communication with faculty to promote e-Portfolios and class blogging across 

the curriculum spectrum
• Present to all Spring First Year Seminars
• Enhance collaboration with campus departments such as Career Planning, Office of 

Admissions, Alumnae Relations, Communications
• Continue workshop planning with Center for Writing and Speaking, Center for Teaching 

and Learning, and Women's Global Leadership Center
• Attend Annual Conference on the First Year Experience, February 2011
• Continue to post mini-tutorials and resources to the Digital Design Fellowship site
• Research potential topics for Fellowship presentation at SpARC 2011
• Complete additional handouts available in the Writing Center and for download on the 

Fellowship blog (suggested titles: “What Should I Include in My E-Portfolio?”, “Blogging 
the Internship Experience”)

• Focus on important elements of the Fellowship: why is this position necessary to the 
campus community?


